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Sweltering temperatures, droughts and floods, Maryland residents should not simply brace for worsening weather, they should be calling on Congress to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
We must not just adapt to climate change, we must fix it | READER COMMENTARY
Nearly 14,000 scientists have signed a new climate emergency paper, warning that "untold suffering" awaits the human race if we don't start tackling global warming head-on, effective immediately. The ...
Ignoring climate change will yield 'untold suffering,' panel of 14,000 scientists warns
Baltimore councilmember's call for action on climate change is right on the money - and federally enforced carbon pricing ought to be the next step.
Local leaders have a part to play in fighting climate change | READER COMMENTARY
Speak Out is a reader-generated column of opinions. If you see something you disagree with or think is incorrect, call us at 312-222-2460 or email ksorensen@tribpub.com. Please include “speak out” in ...
Speak Out reader opinions
Climate change and overfishing are both wreaking havoc on oceans. Here’s which one should be our priority to fix first.
What is Harming the Ocean More: Climate Change or Overfishing?
We can grow anything!” Lowenfels, a 72-year-old retired lawyer, has written several best-selling books on organic gardening and one on growing cannabis. He is a former president of the Garden Writers ...
He Wrote a Gardening Column. He Ended Up Documenting Climate Change.
Of all the creatures on Earth humans manipulate their environments the most But how far can we push it before something drastic happens Scientists are calli ...
Understand climate change to prepare for future
CULTURE Love Me, Love My Climate Concerns Couples in romantic relationships often don’t have the same beliefs or behaviors surrounding climate change. But that’s an opportunity for people who are ...
Warming Trends: Couples Disconnected in Their Climate Concerns Can Learn About Global Warming Over 200 Years or in 18 Holes
Now, a team of scientists, including UC Santa Barbara’s Tamma Carleton, has devised a machine learning system to tap the problem-solving potential of satellite imaging. The tool employs low-cost, user ...
Machine Learning Breakthrough Uses Satellite Images to Improve Lives
The Sound Of The Sea by Cynthia Barnett Photo illustration by Salon/Jennifer Adler/W. W. Norton & Company We eat out of them. We use them as currency. We pick them out of ...
Cynthia Barnett is listening to seashells — and what they're prophesying doesn't bode well
The paper explores prior research with sediment cores in the Gulf of Alaska, dust records in North Africa and ice cores from Greenland ...
Past climate change 'tipping points' can help us prepare for future: Study
Scientists are calling for a better understanding of past extreme climate change events in an attempt to anticipate future changes ...
Past climate change help us prepare for future
New research to step up the UK’s resilience to the impacts of climate change, such as flooding, heatwaves and extreme weather storms, is made possible by the launch of a new £5 million research ...
Boosting UK’s resilience against climate change
But I have to disagree with the observation that Congress is “stalled” when it comes to taking action climate action, which would seem to imply that we should focus only on local policies. . The U.S.
We can all push Congress harder to fight climate change
This story was originally published by the Guardian, and is reproduced here as a part of Climate Desk. Governments and businesses hoping to plant trees and restore forests in order to reach net-zero ...
Planting Trees to Fight Climate Change Is Great. Then Again, So Is Eating.
The environmental group Earthday.org has been campaigning to improve climate literacy and wants to make the subject compulsory at schools ...
Environmentalists launch tool kit to teach Africa’s youth about climate change
Who are the potential political leaders taking climate change seriously, acting as if their house is on fire, by eliminating Canadian large-scale carbon emissions immediately? Enjoy unlimited website ...
Emissions-cutting leaders have vote sway, says B.C. reader
The litter-picking children of Catterline Primary School have won our reader's poll to decide the best Beach Clean Champions of the north-east. Over the ...
Beach Clean Champions: Catterline schoolkids win the Really Rubbish Award in our reader’s poll
Of all the creatures on Earth, humans manipulate their environments the most. But, how far can we push it before something drastic happens?
Understanding past climate change 'tipping points' can help us prepare for the future
Of all the creatures on Earth, humans manipulate their environments the most. But, how far can we push it before something drastic happens? Scientists are calling for a better understanding of past ...
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